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BOOK REVIEW

The food we eat, the stories we tell: contemporary Appalachian tables, edited by 
Elizabeth S. D. Engelhardt and Lora E. Smith, Athens, OH, Ohio University Press, 2019, 
207 pp., ISBN 9780821423929

Only the second title in a welcome and timely new series – New Approaches to Appalachian 
Studies, from Ohio University Press – The Food We Eat, the Stories We Tell: Contemporary 
Appalachian Tables fulfills the demands placed on it arbitrarily by both of these adjectives. 
With all of the press, positive and negative and overly excited, that J. D. Vance’s now longtime 
bestseller Hillbilly Elegy elicits (and the recent Ron Howard film), it is nice to also have this 
series come to the fore (book co-editor Engelhardt is also one of the series editors). Whereas 
Vance’s book is already a widely adopted part of the politically and culturally entrenched 
warfare about this region on myriad fronts, The Food We Eat provides both a broad-based 
companion piece of sorts, but also a wholly realized look into Appalachian culture through 
food. In Engelhardt’s introduction, titled with a nod to Tim O’Brien’s The Things They 
Carried, “Two walnuts, a Piece of Quartz, a Pencil, Dad’s Pocketknife, and a Quarter: 
Things I Carry,” but more directly adapting Ursula Le Guin’s idea that “stories take the 
shape of a humble carrier bag,” (2), she writes that “Efforts to make single definitions – to 
outline the Appalachian region or the Appalachian story – historically” (4) have been 
problematic. “Yet,” she writes, “there is a different version of telling stories in Appalachia, 
one that allows many mountains, many objects to be carried around.” And, thus, she sets up 
the goal of the book: to have many writers with many views of Appalachia tell stories about 
food and the immensely diverse and too-often misunderstood land in which that food is 
consumed. “This book,” Engelhardt explains, “is a carrier bag. Each essay is an object 
knocking around within it” (6). By intention, stereotypes fall by the wayside, as awareness 
and appreciation blossom. Sure, tobacco (“Setting Tobacco, Banquet-Style” by Erica Abrams 
Locklear) and chowchow (“Chowchow” by Jenn Mann) and fried foods (“‘The Reason We 
Make These Deep-Fat-Fried Treats’: In Conversation with the Rosettes of Helvetia, West 
Virginia” by Emily Hilliard) and cornbread (“Cornbread and Fabada: Savoring a West 
Virginia Story” by Suronda Gonzalez) are represented. But there is much more that we 
might not at first expect: “Taco Bell, very expensive wines from French varietals, and frozen 
foods from the national grocery chain down the road.” In sum, these entries ask us “to keep 
exploring the Appalachianness of foods, the stories of mountains, and the global foods of 
Appalachian eaters.”

There is both a historical thread to the book, starting in the 1940s and 50s, but also 
ahistorical writings that take into account the timeless nature of the region, as well. There is 
both an academic as well as a creative tenor to the entries, depending. This book should 
appeal to anyone from anywhere who is interested in the food of a particular region, even as 
the food cannot and should not be pigeon-holed. In Daniel S. Margolies’ “A Preliminary 
Taxonomy of the Blue Ridge Taco,” I learned that “[t]he whole combined sensory and 
culinary experience at Gran Plaza México helps highlight the globalized changes in the 
contemporary Blue Ridge and in the Nuevo South more broadly” (63). I learned of the 
similarities and differences between Appalachian and Cherokee social and food practices in 
Annette Saunooke Clapsaddle’s essay, “My Great-Grandmother Is a Cherokee . . .” Hint: By 
her telling, the ubiquitous command of “‘Food’s ready. Get in line,’” (92) is a key faultline. 
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That is, “who leads the charge to the buffet line. Who deserves sustenance first . . .” helps to 
better understand overlapping cultures. In a pair of poems – “How to Kill a Rooster” and 
“How to Kill a Hen” – Rebecca Gayle Howell, current poetry editor of Oxford American: 
A Magazine of the South and a fellow graduate student at the University of Kentucky back in 
the day, contemplates the difference between killing a male or a female chicken. Read her 
poems if you would like to know, and you should, even if you have never and will probably 
never kill a chicken. Crystal Wilkinson, in her prose poem “Terrain” writes, all in lower case, 
that “the map of me can’t be all hills and mountains even though i’ve been geographically 
rural and country all my life . . . my taste buds have exiled themselves from fried green 
tomatoes and rhubarb for goats’ milk and pine nuts. still i am haunted by home” (96).

This sense of being ever-pulled toward home, toward your roots, is present throughout 
most of the entries in The Food We Eat. Through many voices, this book is a celebration of 
multivalent Appalachian food culture that does not uncomfortably lionize, but at once looks 
inward even as it expands the palate outwards.
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